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A new direction
In the almost 20 years that I have been
writing about this industry, the retirement
of many of the skilled trades people and
the resulting worker shortage has been a
concern. However, as those at the tail end of
the baby boom generation are now reaching
retirement age, this industry is also going to
see a significant change in leadership over
the next few years.
Every time I go to a contractors meeting,
a trade show or an industry conference, I
look around the room and see a lot of people
with white hair that are around the same age
as I am – 62. It’s my generation, and we’re all
going to be leaving the industry over the next
few years. There are a remarkable number
of people in this industry that are all from
the same generation, running contracting
businesses, in wholesale, manufacturing or
associations.
Two major association leaders –
Mechanical Contractors Association of
Canada CEO Richard McKeagan and
Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Institute of Canada president Warren Heeley
have announced their intentions to retire
next year. Longtime Canadian Construction
Association president Michael Atkinson has
just retired.
In many ways, I think this is a good
thing as it will bring new blood into these
key leadership roles. At the same time, I’ve
never felt that the current generation of

leaders is an “old boys network” such as
that which existed when I came into the
industry. Or perhaps it’s simply difficult to
see people of my generation that way; we
like to think we’ve done better. These are the
people that worked so diligently to rid the
industry leadership of that image, the results
of which we see every day in just about
every company and association. I think
that my generation better understood the
importance of mentoring, something that so
many of us growing up in the 50s, 60s and
70s never had.
Many of these people will be difficult to
replace. The combination of mechanical
aptitude and good business sense needed
to run a successful mechanical contracting
business is becoming increasingly rare.
Fresh leadership tends to take companies
and organizations in new directions. It’s
going to be an interesting few years.
With that, I would like to wish all
our readers and advertisers a wonderful
Christmas and all the best, in their
businesses and personal lives, for 2018.
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A Better Boiler Just Got Better!
Easy to use touchscreen control.
Access your boiler from any
location with the V-10 PORTAL.

Easier to install, smaller footprint,
Multiple piping options.

Patented
system.

moisture

management

Up to 10:1 Turndown ratio.

Built-in multi zone pump control,
up to 4 zones.

Built-in CSA/UL approved LWCO
and manual reset high limit.

Boiler control on the go with the
V-10 Portal Website.

More common parts for easier
servicing. Universal boiler control &
two fans service all models.
Vent lengths up to 480 feet.

Better
Boilers

buy it for
the bottom line
Some buy Moen® to enhance their properties. Others for installation that
takes and average of 10 minutes less.* You? You buy it because your time
adds up to real money.
SEE MORE at MOEN.CA
©2017. See moen.ca for limited warranty details. *When compared to other leading brands based on a
third-party administered survey of property managers and maintenance personnel, commissioned by Moen.

STō® One-Handle Pulldown Kitchen Faucet

®

Q Industry News

Hydronic contractors want answers
New slab insulation rules
top of mind at Alberta
conference
By Simon Blake

H

ydronic heating contractors in
Alberta have seen their market
share plummet after provincial
inspectors began enforcing new insulation
requirements for radiant floor heating slabs
in November, 2016. One Calgary contractor
reported seeing local market share drop
from seven percent to one percent during
a panel discussion at the third Canadian
Hydronics Conference, held Oct. 16-17 at
the Edmonton Marriott at River Cree Resort,
Edmonton, Alta.
As a result, contractors had one key
question for the panel of experts – what is the
industry and government doing to overturn
these requirements in the National Energy
Code? The new rules make heated floor slabs
uneconomic and there are structural issues.
“It singles out one industry and it penalizes
us massively,” remarked one contractor,
adding that if four inches of under-slab
insulation is needed, it should apply to all
buildings regardless of the type of heating
system.

This is going across
Canada. We’re all
facing it. This is a serious
attack on our
industry.
The new requirements – Section 9.36 of the
National Energy Code – will affect the entire
industry as other provinces adopt them,
added Ken Webster, national sales manager
for Viessmann Manufacturing. “This is going
across Canada. We’re all facing it. This is a
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Greg Cunniff explains how AHRI efficiency ratings don’t help hydronic heating.
serious attack on our industry.”
No one really knows how the requirements
ended up in the National Energy Code. They
far exceed the best practices as outlined in
the CSA B214 Installation Code for Hydronic
Heating and provide little increase in energy
efficiency.
“I agree that it’s more than needed,”
remarked Paul Chang, provincial building
administrator for Alberta Municipal Affairs,
who was part of the expert panel. However,
getting the requirement changed at the federal
and provincial level is proving difficult.
The Canadian Hydronics C ouncil
(CHC), which organized the conference,
is working with Alberta officials to get a
province-wide variance, reported Dave
Hughes, CHC chairman and associate

chair, pipe trades, at the Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology (NAIT). That’s
been held up due to the need to prove slab
insulation requirements through modeling
and to make those findings compatible with
the software that Natural Resources Canada
(NRCan) uses.
“We’re working with the industry to do
something sooner rather than later rather
than putting through a code change, which
could take three years,” said Chang.
The Canadian Hydronics Council expects
to submit the additional data to Alberta
Municipal Affairs early in the New Year,
CHC program manager Matt Wiesenfeld told
P&HVAC.
Please see 'Selling' on page 8
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Q Industry News

In Brief
Ontario passes prompt payment law
Ontario became the first province to
adopt prompt payment legislation when
it passed Bill 142, the Construction Lien
Amendment Act, on Dec. 5.
It is designed to ensure that subcontractors get paid in a timely manner
on construction projects. Payment delays
have been identified as the biggest barrier
to investment, improved productivity, and
increased employment, said Ron Johnson,
director of Prompt Payment Ontario. “We
hope that this groundbreaking piece of
legislation will set the stage for change
across the country.”

Vancouver natural gas fears eased
On Nov. 24 the City of Vancouver and gas
utility FortisBC announced an agreement
to work together on climate change. They
will team up on projects and increase
investment in energy efficiency and
renewable energy, while maintaining access
to natural gas for residents and businesses.
The deal supports the City of Vancouver in
pursuing its commitment to reducing GHG
emissions by 80 per cent below 2007 levels
before 2050, which aligns with the B.C.
Energy Step Code and Canada’s energy and
climate goals. The plan includes boosting
the renewable natural gas supply, reducing
green house gases in transportation,
increasing investment in low carbon energy
systems and improving safety and efficiency
of gas furnace retrofit installations

Ont. apprenticeship incentives
The Ontario government has introduced
new incentives to encourage contractors
to hire apprentices. The Graduated
Apprenticeship Grant for Employers
(GAGE) is aimed at improving
opportunities and completion rates.
It provides automatic payments to
contractors of $2,500 upon completion
of level one and two, $3,500 upon
completion of level three and four and
$4,700 for journeyman certification.
There is also $500 per year for hiring
those from “underrepresented” groups.

8

Selling the comfort business
Continued from page 7

month is on and you still have time to do
something (about poor results).”

Comfort versus codes
Codes and standards are designed to keep
people safe, but do little to ensure they are
comfortable, remarked speaker Robert
Bean, Indoor Climate Consultants, Calgary.
“Comfort needs to drive everything we do.”
Surprisingly, perhaps, there is a comfort
standard. ASHRAE Standard 55, Thermal
Environmental Conditions for Human
Occupancy, lays out the basics for creating
comfortable indoor environments.
Contractors need to be aware of things
that risk discomfort, like large areas of glass,
and have tools like an infrared camera to
measure radiation and identify problem
areas, said Bean.
For example, an R-20 wall is typically only
R-14 because wood framing reduces the
effectiveness of the insulation. By becoming
an expert, the contractor can point out flaws
in the architecture that will lead to discomfort.
“It will raise your esteem in the eyes of the
building owner,” he said.

Increasing the hydronic market
One of the keys to expanding the adoption of
hydronic heating in Canada is to adopt forced
air practices and create standardized systems,
said Bean. He pointed to one U.S. builder
offering standardized radiant systems that
take one day to install at a cost of less than
$10,000 to the customer.
The only non-technical speaker at the
conference, business management specialist
Ellen Rohr, COO of Zoom Franchise Co.,
a drain cleaning company in Springfield,
Missouri, encouraged those attending to put
together a solid business plan and stick to it,
adding, “Most business plans stink because
they were put together for the bank.”
She urged contractors to charge enough
and get paid “a premium price for a premium
job.” Look at the financials at least weekly and
don’t let your accountant beat you up, she
added. “The owner should know the basics
and never depend on someone else.”
“You need to know the score while the
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Heat pump efficiencies questioned
Hydronic heating is facing increasing
competition from heat pumps, remarked
speaker Mark Etherton, Advanced Hydronics,
Denver, Colorado. “We’re battling the VRF
industry. They’re going to eat our lunch and
they’ve said so.”
Part of the problem is that American
Heating and Refrigeration Institute
(AHRI) efficiency ratings do not measure
system efficiency, remarked Greg Cunniff,
applications engineering manager for Taco
Ltd., Cranston, Rhode Island.
They make hydronic heating seem less
efficient than a VRF system when in reality
a comparable system for the same building is
actually about 40 percent more efficient.
“You cannot use AHRI ratings to compare
systems; you can only use it to compare
equipment within the same category.”
The test procedure for ANSI/AHRI
Standard 1230, Performance Rating of VRF
Multi-Split Air Conditioning and Heat
Pump equipment, uses only 25 feet of pipe,
Cunniff said. As well, ratings for air-cooled
equipment are done at 80F, not actual
operating conditions.
“Hydronic heating is more efficient
because the distribution, pumping, etc. loads
are considerably lower.”
Cunniff suggested the entire industry
should adopt a new efficiency rating system –
the Building Energy Efficiency Ratio (BEER)
– that would test efficiency for entire systems.
“This includes pumping loads for VRF
systems.”
Attendance at the event was less than
organizers had hoped, with about 30
contractors. Organizers were aiming for 60,
but a number cancelled at the last minute,
remarked Wiesenfeld.
The next Canadian Hydronics Conference
is planned to coincide with the CIPHEX West
Trade Show in Calgary Nov. 7-8, 2018. The
CHC is a division of the Canadian Institute of
Plumbing & Heating.
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*

BONUS
see NavienRewards.com for details

Innovative boiler options
now even better with a bonus
NHB

NCB-E

Condensing Boilers

Combi-Boilers
&DHW
HTG
120k BTU/h 199k BTU/h

2017

2017

*Bonus is rewarded as 20,000 points ($200 value) in the
NavienRewards program for each NHB or NCB-E purchased
between November 1, 2017 and January 31, 2018 and
registered through NavienRewards.
All 2017 purchases must be registered by January 10, 2018.
All 2018 purchases must be registered by February 15, 2018.
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To learn more visit: us.navien.com
boilersmadesmart.com or
wholehousecombi.com
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Advertorial

Meet the new completely
customizable, rugged

PACKOUT System

from Milwaukee

The Milwaukee PACKOUT is the first multifootprint system that allows boxes, organizers, and totes
of multiple sizes and configurations to travel to any job
site.
The system’s organizers feature No-Travel bin seals
keeping its contents from wandering into adjoining
compartments when stacking or removing leaving them
right where you left them. Further adapt your system by
adding, removing or redistributing compartments within

organizers and locking them into place. Soft storage totes
constructed of 1680D ballistic material with an impact
resistant moulded base makes them 5x more durable
protecting contents from water, abrasion and impact.
PACKOUT is constructed with impact resistant polymer
and reinforced metal corners, and with an IP 65 rating,
contents are protected from spills, water, dust and debris.
The rugged 9” wheels with metal through-axel means
unrestricted access through job site terrain.

Want to learn more? Get started building your
custom PACKOUT System.
Visit www.milwaukeetool.ca/PACKOUT to ﬁnd a local retailer.
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Deschenes Group buys waterworks distributor
Montreal based Deschenes Group Inc. has
entered into an agreement to acquire Corix
Water Products (CWP), a waterworks
distributor with 36 locations in Canada and
12 branches in the U.S.
Corix distributes products for waterworks,
sewer and irrigation systems with locations
from Quebec to the West Coast along with
U.S. locations in Washington State, Oregon,
California and Texas. As well, under the
name of Corix Control Solutions, the
company provides measurement and control
equipment to the oil, gas, municipal and
industrial market sectors in Western Canada
in seven locations. The acquisition will
add 51 locations to the Deschenes Group
network and 650 employees.
“This acquisition is in line with our
strategy to further develop our growth
throughout Canada,” remarked François

Deschênes, president and CEO Deschenes
Group. “The geographical fit will be a great
complement to where we are currently
located. It will also allow us to enter the U.S.
market, something we have been considering
seriously for several years.
“The entrepreneurial and customer
focused culture that we discovered in CWP
will be a great fit with our own culture,
providing an opportunity to further grow
both CWP and DGI together. We strongly
believe that a distribution business is built
on the quality of its people and the quality
of its service. We are privileged to welcome
the addition of CWP’s strong and well
reputed team”.
For Deschenes, the acquisition will broaden
its product and service offerings, enlarge the
service area and strengthen the buying power
of the company. Ultimately, these factors

are of significant
importance in
helping customers
and suppliers
a c h i e v e g re at e r
success, he added.
“Finding
a
buyer for CWP
whose culture was
aligned with our
François Deschênes own, and who had
a similar vision for
the future, was extremely important,” said
Scott Thomson, Corix president and CEO.
“We are confident that DGI is an excellent
match and they will support and encourage
the growth of the business in the years to
come.”
For more information, please visit www.
groupedeschenes.com.

LAARS HEATING SYSTEMS COMPANY
®

Fully Featured Fire Tube and Water Tube Designs
To Meet the Heating Needs of Any Home.
Built to be the Best • www.laars.com
™
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Q Trucks for the Trade

The

new

cargo vans
Upgrades for many and a
next generation Sprinter
By Simon Blake

12

For a market that outwardly sees few changes
year to year, cargo vans have undergone a
significant transformation in recent years.
There are new manufacturers in the market,
vans have adopted distinctly European styling
and there are a number of new smaller vans.
While many will roll into 2018 with few
changes, others will undergo major upgrades
or, in the case of the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter,
an entirely new van is expected. Even the long
running Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana
– the last conventional North American
full-size vans – will undergo a significant
powertrain upgrade.
The new Sprinter was announced at the
North American Commercial Vehicle Show in
Atlanta, Georgia in September. However, few
details are available. Mercedes-Benz promises
that it will “shift the boundaries of its (market)
segment” with the introduction of new driver
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assistance systems in combination with
sophisticated telematics (vehicle tracking) to
“bring a leap forward in efficiency for vehicle
and fleet management.” Additional variations
are planned to allow contractors to more
closely tailor the van to their needs.
“The company aims to transform from
purely a vehicle manufacturer to a provider of
complex, comprehensive mobility solutions,”
reported Volker Monhinweg, head of
Mercedes-Benz vans.
The new Sprinter is expected to arrive in
Canada in the fall, reported Mercedes-Benz
Canada spokesperson Lucas E. Dias.
There is one significant change to the
current models for 2018. The long wheelbase
Sprinter is now 135 inches, up from 126”. This
adds 16 cubic feet of cargo space and 8.5” (22
cm) of floor length. New options include a
chrome grill and two new colours: jet-black

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Nissan cargo van offering includes
multiple sizes and configurations.

and “broom yellow.”
The Metris mid-sized cargo van remains
largely unchanged for 2018. All models get
standard backup cameras.

Engine upgrades at GM
The long-running General Motors Chevrolet
Express and GMC Savana are back with a new
engine and transmission. The LV1 4.3 litre
(262 cu. in.) aluminum block V-6 replaces the
4.8-litre (292 cu. in.) L20 Vortec V-8 as the
base engine. It is mated to a new eight-speed
automatic transmission.
For those needing more power, the new 6.0
litre (366 cu. in.) LC8 V-8 engine produces
341 horsepower, up from a very respectable
285 on the V-6. The V-8 is mated to a heavyduty six speed automatic transmission.
Other updates for 2018 include a rearview
mirror with integrated rear vision camera,

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

An artist’s impression of the new Sprinter;
scheduled for release in the fall.

The Ram ProMaster is the only frontwheel-drive full-sized van.

blind side zone alert, hill start assist, and duel
composite headlights.
GMs new OnStar Commercial Link
telematics system allows contractors to track
their vehicles; print out vehicle operation and
maintenance reports, etc.
The Express and Savana remain popular
with many contractors; they are relatively
inexpensive, they work well and people are
familiar with them.
It doesn’t look like they will be replaced
anytime soon, according to the GM Authority,
an independent news organization that covers
everything to do with General Motors (www.
GMauthority.com). They predict GM will
introduce an all-new Chevrolet Express and
GMC Savana in late 2021 as a 2022 model.
It is expected to be about 300 lbs. lighter
than the current models with a significantly
more modern interior and exterior along with
next generation electronics.
However, it will continue to be rear-wheel
drive with a powertrain similar to that on
the pickup trucks. Engine choices will likely
include a turbo-charged four-cylinder gas
engine, a V-6 and a four-cylinder diesel.
The Nissan-built Chevrolet City Express –
GM’s small van – returns for 2018 with minor
changes including standard Bluetooth and rear
view camera on 1LS and 1LT trim packages.

the weight of the engine and transmission
over the driving wheels should also, in theory,
improve traction when the van is lightly loaded.
Available in three wheelbases and two roof
heights, changes for 2018 primarily involve
the electronics. Uconnect 5.0 – the connected
vehicle system – is now standard with optional
navigation. Integrated voice command with
Bluetooth is also now standard, as is a backup
camera.
Right and left sliding doors are now
available with a window grate.
The ProMaster uses the company’s 3.6 litre
Pentastar V-6 or a three-litre four-cylinder
diesel engine. Both are paired with a six-speed
automatic or “automated manual” transmission.
The ProMaster City small van is back for
2018, also with minor upgrades. Featuring a
high payload (for a small van) of 1,883 pounds,
the new models include the Uconnect 3 radio,
Bluetooth and backup camera as standard
equipment. Also new, sliding and backdoor
window grates are available.
It features the company’s 2.4 litre 178
horsepower Tigershark four-cylinder engine
mated to a nine-speed automatic transmission
for excellent fuel economy.

Front-wheel-drive
Chrysler’s Ram ProMaster and ProMaster
City return for 2018 with minor changes. The
ProMaster is unique among full-sized vans in
being front-wheel-drive, which allows a low
cargo floor and tighter turning radius. Having

New van proves popular
Ford introduced its full-sized Euro style Transit
van in 2014 and since then it has become
“America’s best selling van,” the company reports.
It is available in numerous configurations, two
wheelbases and three roof heights.
New standard equipment includes a rear
Please see 'More' on page 15
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Top quality and
attractive price…
The newest version of our most popular
boiler series ever!

Lasting performance
Quality workmanship you can trust
with new Viessmann-made SA240 S43932 stainless
steel Inox-Radial self-cleaning heat exchanger and
new factory-calibrated, fully-modulating stainless
steel MatriX cylinder gas burner.

VITODENS 100-W, B1HA
gas condensing boiler
Heating input: 21 to 125 MBH

User-friendly control
New backlit LCD touchscreen control with
enhanced programming interfaces with a
variety of external control devices to provide
comfortable and reliable energy-saving space and
DHW heating.
Outstanding versatility
NG or LP fuel compatible “out-of-the-box”
with bottom pipe connections and front access
to all serviceable components plus multiple
venting options for easy installation service and
maintenance - all in a compact wall-mount design.
On-demand DHW (combi model only)
Built-in DHW unit includes stainless steel plate
heat exchanger, 3-speed pump, diverting, pressure
bypass and pressure relief valves, water hammer
arrester & sensors - conforms to NSF/ANSI 372 for
“lead free” plumbing products.

VITODENS 100-W, B1KA
gas condensing Combi boiler
Heating input: 21 to 125 MBH
DHW max. input: 149 MBH

Q Trucks for the Trade

A look inside the full-sized Transit
reveals a lot of trade friendly features.

Some trades people find they can get
along just fine with a small van, like this
2018 Ford Transit Connect.

More choice
Continued from page 13

cargo door exit handle and LED lamp switch.
Standard screen mesh has been added to
60/40 side split cargo doors with high strength
laminated glass. A high mount rear view
camera is now standard on medium and high
roof versions. New options for 2018 include
rear scuff plate kit and heavy-duty cargo
flooring.
The standard engine is a 3.7 litre V-6
gas engine mated to a six-speed automatic
transmission with overdrive for highway use.
Options include a 3.2-litre Power Stroke fivecylinder turbo diesel and 3.5-litre EcoBoost
V-6 gas engine.
Sophisticated electronic options include
the Ford Telematics fleet tracking system.
The audio package now includes Bluetooth
interface.
Ford’s smaller van, the Transit Connect,
is available in two wheelbases. It is powered
by a four cylinder 2.5 litre Duratec engine,
mated to a six-speed automatic transmission.
The Sync 3 voice activated communication
system, with 6.5” touchscreen and a rear view
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The mid-size Mercedes Metris van is
filling a key market niche.
camera, is now available for XLT models. The
second row fixed glass option now includes a
steel mesh window guard.

Enhanced electronics
The Nissan NV full-sized and NV200 small
cargo vans have become well established. Both
return for 2018 with a number of electronic
upgrades.
New standard features for the NV cargo
van include rear-view monitor, Bluetooth
hands-free phone and text messaging
assistant, streaming audio and iPod interface.
The previous Power Package option is now
standard on S grade vans. This includes
power door locks with central locking, remote
keyless entry and cruise control with the
controls on the steering wheel.
The Nissan NV features conventional

body-on-frame construction, standard and
high-roof versions and rear-wheel drive.
There are integrated roof attachment points
for ladder racks.
There are two engine/transmission options.
A 4.0 litre V-6 rated at 261 horsepower is
mated to a five-speed automatic transmission.
For more power, the 5.6-litre Endurance V-8 is
rated at 375 horsepower with 387 foot-pounds
of stump-pulling torque. It functions through
a seven-speed automatic transmission.
The NV200 small van is back for 2018 with
the same electronic enhancements as the NV.
A 131 horsepower 2.0-litre four-cylinder
engine powers this front-wheel-drive van
through Nissan’s Xtronic constantly variable
transmission (CVT).
A few years ago contractors had little
choice in cargo vans. There were few
manufacturers and little change from
year-to-year. Today there are a number of
manufacturers that weren’t previously in the
market and established manufacturers with
new designs. There are other manufacturers
like Volkswagen and Toyota that have long
offered cargo vans in other markets, but
not currently in North America. That could
change.
Manufacturers have focused on making
cargo vans better for their intended purpose
with vertical walls, better door designs and
many other features geared specifically for the
trade contractor.
Before making a purchasing decision, it’s
worthwhile to look at all these new and/or
improved designs and see how they can help
you run your business more efficiently and
make life a little easier for the techs. 
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QHot Water Heating

BOILER, DHW

venting

Code changes, new
materials and methods
make life easier
By Roy Collver

16

T

he rapid development and wide acceptance
of appliances using natural gas Category III
and IV, Type BH or “special” venting systems has
been the big news story for appliance venting
over the last three decades. As a refresher for our
readers, these fuel burning appliance categories
are defined below.
Common operating characteristics of both
classes include:
• Positive vent pressure – requiring gas tight
vent material and joints
• Corrosion resistance – flue gas may produce
acidic condensate inside the vent
• Prohibited from venting into masonry
chimneys
• Connection of multiple appliances to a
common vent only recently allowed by the
CSA B149.1-15 code revision.
Installation details are provided by
manufacturer’s installation and operation
(I&O) literature – this is important! There
are no generic special venting systems.
Installations must conform to the certified
instructions of both the appliance and venting
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system manufacturers. Do not expect that
the next boiler you install will have the same
venting requirements as the last one you
installed – you have to do the homework.
Specific operating characteristics of each
class are:
Category III:
Efficiency below 83 percent and flue
temperature above 275°F (135°C)
Condensation is possible inside the vent may require condensate drainage
Category IV:
Efficiency above 83 percent and flue
temperature below 275°F (135°C)
Condensation will occur inside the heat
exchanger and the vent - condensate drainage
is mandatory.
Note: Category II appliances are also certified
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Things can get a bit
chaotic when every
appliance is required to
have its own venting.

for installation with special venting systems,
but are not very common. Qualified designers
and installers will have this stuff memorized.
With this article, I hope to draw attention to
issues often overlooked in the field.

Recent developments
There are two recent developments in special
venting:
• A more widespread acceptance and use
of polypropylene (PPs) venting systems,
including flexible pipe
• The approval under the CSA B149 Natural
Gas and Propane Installation Code for
common venting of multiple pressure
vented appliances (formerly prohibited)
Natural gas venting details are referenced
in Section 8 of the CSA B149.1-15 code. Your
jurisdiction may or may not have adopted the
latest version, so it is important to contact
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Common venting
of positive vent pressure
appliances is a new
development. Everyone is
being cautious…
your local Authority Having Jurisdiction
to see if this version is applicable and what
revisions or exceptions might apply.
Traditional venting details are very
prescriptive in the B149 code. Designing
a complete venting system from scratch,
(appliance flue collar through to vent cap)

This traditional common venting system
ties the boilers and water heater into
one system. In a special venting system,
the water heater would not be allowed
in combination with the boilers.

is possible using just the code-book as your
engineering guide. Category III and IV
appliances however, are a whole different
deal.
The key clause is 8.10.4, which states that
“A special venting system or a BH venting
system shall be installed in accordance with
the terms of its listing and the appliance and
vent manufacturer’s certified installation
instructions.”
I leave it to the reader to study the rest of
Please see ‘Strict’ on page 19
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Strict protocols
Continued from page 17

Section 8, and tease out all of the references
to special venting systems for a clear
understanding of the code requirements.
Then you should review a wide variety of
appliance manufacturer’s literature to get the
full picture.

Extensive testing
Appliance manufacturers spend a great
amount of time and money to do the
engineering and testing required so that
their appliances conform completely to the
applicable standards for the specific appliance
type – ANSI Z21.13- 2004 and CSA 4.9 being
the applicable standards for boilers these days.
Having done their testing, the manufacturers
submit final results to approved companies like
CSA or Intertek who will then (if everything
passed the tests) certify the appliance and the
literature as meeting all of the requirements.
Only then, can the manufacturers mark the
appliance rating plate and the literature with
the required logos.
These standards have very detailed and
strict protocols for testing the equipment with
the venting systems. Unlike traditional vented
appliance literature that simply points you to
the B149, I&O literature for equipment using
type BH venting systems will spell out every
detail, including things like:
• Acceptable vent materials and required
certifications
• Vent diameters required versus maximum
vent lengths allowed for each diameter
• Acceptable vent termination arrangements
and accessories
• Clearance to combustibles
• Condensate removal details
The venting system manufacturer’s
instructions will add further details including
vent support requirements, maximum
temperature, available fittings and do’s and
don’ts.
When in doubt about anything – just ask.
Manufacturers are eager to give instruction
if your wholesaler doesn’t already know the
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Rinnai recently donated this rackmounted four-unit system to the
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology
in Edmonton to help teach new venting
methods, among other things.
answers – but don’t get upset if you don’t like
what they tell you.
The most common issue installers seem to
find themselves asking for help with involve
trying to cajole the manufacturer to let them
exceed the maximum allowable vent lengths.
“Aw, come on it’s only a few extra feet” won’t
cut it. Keep in mind that I&O manuals are
approved and certified – manufacturers are
simply not allowed to modify them on the fly.
The combined instructions from both
manufacturers don’t leave room for installer
creativity and I continue to be astonished at
the “innovations” I see. Someone might think
that the manufacturer’s supplied components
are too expensive, or maybe a particular part
is missing on the job site and nobody wants
to drive back to town to get one. Plan ahead
with special venting systems so you have all
the pieces you need.
Please see ‘Polypropylene’ on page 21
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In an otherwise stagnant ﬁeld, only one brand of furnace is bringing innovation to the
HVAC world. Napoleon’s Ultimate 9700 Series looks different because it is different.
The revolutionary Vortex turbulator increases heating efﬁciency, the ultra violet light
puriﬁes air and the SureView burner window shows the ﬂames in operation as the
furnace runs whisper quiet. Don’t get boxed in by outdated thinking.
™

napoleonheatingandcooling.com
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Polypropylene venting
Continued from page 19

Venting support critical
Of particular importance with polypropylene
venting systems is proper support of the
pipe to allow for expansion and contraction,
reduce stress on the material, and prevent
sags where condensate may pool. It doesn’t
hurt to add a few extra supports. Components
should not be able to move in any direction
– up, down, side-to-side or front-to-back.
Flexible PPs can have considerable flow
resistance as flue gas velocities increase, so
be careful to consider this when calculating
maximum vent length.
Common venting rules for positive vent
pressure appliances in the B149 are very
specific. Read and understand Section 8.10.6
in its entirety. These rules include:
• All of the appliances sharing the vent must
be of the same type and manufacturer.
• All of the appliances must be certified by
the manufacturer for common venting.
• All common venting systems are classified as
special venting systems, and therefore each
venting system must be sized appropriately
by the appliance manufacturer or in
accordance with its instructions.
• Venting components must be either
supplied by the appliance manufacturer or
be specified/recommended by them.
• A method of flue backflow prevention must
be employed in either the appliance, or the
vent from each appliance. These devices
must be installed in accordance with the
appliance manufacturer’s instructions.
The first step, when contemplating any
of these common venting systems, is to
gather all of the applicable I&O instructions
together and make sure all of the necessary
certifications are in place and appropriate for
your application. Step two is to contact your
local authority having jurisdiction and make
sure they are on-board.
I recently did a phone survey of higher
level code officials and suppliers from
coast to coast about this topic. It seems that
most jurisdictions are allowing common
venting systems to be installed under strict
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If all goes well we can continue to expand
this technology – if problems show up, we
need to solve them right away. 

guidance and scrutiny.
Common venting of positive vent pressure
appliances is a new development. Everyone
is being cautious, which is a good thing. The
industry needs to make sure everything is
being done correctly. We need to follow up
and keep an eye on these systems to see if
anything breaks or causes trouble.

Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Product Profile
Sound room highlights quiet operation

The new quiet heat pumps are located behind the two panels at right.
On Oct. 17 Johnson Controls unveiled
a new sound room in Ajax, Ont. to
demonstrate the quiet operation of its
new heat pumps in a residential setting.
The 250 sq. ft. facility contains two
high-efficiency 13 EER and premiumefficiency 16 EER vertical stacked
water-source heat pump (VS-WSHP) units.

“Both units are engineered and
manufactured to minimize noise and
have undergone independent sound
testing according to AHRI 260. The new
Sound Room complements our recently
released Sound Application Guide for
the vertical stacked heat pump and
gives customers the opportunity to listen

Industrial boiler

Cold climate
heat pump

Buderus stainless steel industrial
boilers from Bosch
Thermotechnology are
available in 798 MBH
and 1024 MBH standalone units, or a 1024
cascading unit to meet
demands up to 4096
MBH. The single-platform design allows
for easy installation
and startup. Dual heat
exchangers provide
increased capacity and up to 96.8 percent
thermal efficiency with up to 10:1 modulation
on a single unit or 40:1 on a cascaded system.
The boiler works with multiple building communication options.
Bosch www.
boschheatingandcooling.com
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Air-cooled
VRV AURORA
230/460V Heat
Recovery Systems
(heat pumps)
from Daikin have
been optimized
for cold climate
and heating dominant applications. They offer 100 percent of
nominal heating capacity at 0°F (-18°C), up
to 85 percent at -13°F (-25°C), and up to 60
percent of capacity at -22°F (-30°C). Features
include refrigerant-cooled inverter board operation, independent of ambient conditions,
a hot gas base pan circuit that allows installation without an additional condensing unit
and base pan heater, and continuous heating
during defrost and oil return.
Daikin www.daikinac.com

to the units before purchasing them,”
said Karl Washburn, principal engineer,
acoustics, Building Technologies &
Solutions at Johnson Controls.
The quiet operation can be attributed
to cabinets that are isolated from the wall
structure to prevent vibration and noise
transmission. An optional isolated chassis
further reduces noise and vibration to
contribute to a quieter, more comfortable
environment for occupants and a more
marketable facility for building owners.
Designed to replicate a room in a
condominium, the 250-square-foot
Sound Room demonstrates one of several
applications for VS-WSHPs that also
include high-rise apartments, dormitories,
renovated office space, assisted living
communities and other multi-story
buildings with repeating floor patterns, as
well as the replacement market.
Contractors interested in visiting the
sound room should contact their local
Johnson Controls representative or email
BEAjaxOrders@jci.com.
Johnson Controls 
www.johnsoncontrols.com

High efficiency boilers
Weil-McLain Canada’s Evergreen high-efficiency condensing boiler is now available in
three smaller sizes: 70, 110 and 155 MBH,
making it ideal for residential and light commercial applications. These new models join
the Evergreen’s 220, 299, 300 and 399 sizes,
delivering up to 96.5 AFUE, but equipped
with a circulator, 24V low-water cut-off, floor
stand and wall-mount bracket.
Weil-McLain www.weil-mclain.ca
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Troubleshooting
and testing

Accurate temperature measurement is one of the biggest challenges technicians face.

Using the right
instruments is only
part of the battle
By Greg Scrivener
24

T

rou bl e s h o ot i ng any t y p e
of s y s te m m e ans t a k i ng
measurements of some
operating parameters and
then understanding how those
parameters affect the system operation.
Measurements can be as simple as
observations using your five senses (sight,
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touch, sound, smell… it’s pretty rare to use
taste in troubleshooting unless you happen
to be working on an ice cream machine or
at a brewery). However, the measurements
can also involve the use of sensitive and/or
complicated tools that are used to look at
parameters that we cannot see directly. I
use three rules for troubleshooting that help
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Start with the controls;
even if the refrigeration
system has failed, it will
probably show up in the
electrical system as an
open safety.

me navigate through complicated systems
and equipment:

Rule No.1:
guess first

What good is a measurement or observation
unless you have an idea what it should be?
This concept seems simple, but it can be
incredibly difficult and counter-intuitive
to put into practice. I have watched many
people from beginners to experts rush into a
problem with their meters, probes and gauges
having given no consideration to what the
measurements should be.
Before you decide to make a measurement
or observation, stop and think about what
you expect to see or feel. Before you put
your hand on the suction line to feel the
temperature, think about what kind of system
you are working on. Is it a freezer, cooler or
air conditioner? What other observations
have you already made that change your
expectations? What if the system just finished
a defrost?
Take in the information and make a
prediction in your head about what you
expect. This is helpful for three reasons.
First, if the measurement is as expected, you
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can move on quickly without giving it too
much thought.
The second reason is more important;
every time you predict a measurement or
observation you give yourself a chance to
find something wrong. When you identify
an expectation and the reading is different, it
gives you a path to follow for troubleshooting.

What good
is a measurement or
observation unless you
have an idea what
it should be?

measurements forces you to acknowledge
gaps in your own understanding. While there
is a bit of humility involved, identifying these
gaps helps you solve the problem faster and
more efficiently.
The important thing here is the order
in which you do things. You will be more
successful if you think and predict before you
measure instead of trying to figure out what a
measurement means after the fact.

Rule No. 2:

avoid information overload

The third reason is subtler; if you can’t
come up with an expectation for what a
measurement should be, you might be
missing some information or knowledge.
Sometimes we get into a rut and think that we
understand everything and have knowledge
that we don’t actually have (or at least haven’t
used in a while!).
In complex troubleshooting situations,
forcing yourself to think about and predict

The human mind can only handle so many
pieces of information at once. It is helpful
to limit the amount of information that
gets put into your brain at once while
troubleshooting because it helps you focus in
on the measurements and observations you
are making. Consider this scenario:
A walk-in freezer is not working and the
only complaint you get is that it is too warm.
There are hundreds, maybe thousands, of
individual things that could be causing the
problem. Certainly, some causes are more
common than others; a good feel for the
Please see ‘Understand’ on page 27
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The game changer in home comfort.
Lighter, smaller, easier, BETTER.

The KeepRite® ProComfort™ Deluxe 19 Air Conditioner and ProComfort™ Deluxe 18 Heat Pump with
SmartSense™7HFKQRORJ\TXLHWO\GHOLYHUVWHDG\FRPIRUWKLJKHUHI¿FLHQF\DQGVDYLQJVLQDPRUH
compact design, thanks to the variable-speed inverter. The air conditioner delivers a superior rating
of up to 19 SEER and the heat pump features ratings up to 19 SEER and 11 HSPF for optimal home
comfort levels. They are easier to sell, easier to service, and easier to install.

KeepRite® ProComfort™ AC & HP with
SmartSense™ Technology
Heating & Cooling Products

© 2017 International Comfort Products

GoKeepRite.com

Timely registration required.
See warranty certificate for
details and restrictions.

See warranty certificate for details.

QRefrigeration
biggest challenges we have in this industry. We
require accurate measurements for troubleshooting and our meters make it seem like the
measurements are accurate. Let’s take a quick
look at a common HVAC meter with specifications that look like this, what does it mean?
• Range/Resolution: -40°C to 400°C/0.1°C
• Accuracy: 1% +10
(Not including thermocouple error)

Fig. 1: These controls may be located in different parts of the building.

Understand the limitations
Continued from page 25

probability of certain failures comes from
experience. In any case, if you don’t make
a conscious effort about a troubleshooting
path, you can easily end up making a lot of
measurements that don’t contribute to solving
the problem.
When you walk up to the condensing unit,
it’s not running. There are two significantly
different types of failures that could cause
this: something could be wrong with the
refrigeration system that’s keeping it off or
something in the electrical circuit may have
failed. In either case, the place to look for the
failure is likely in the electrical controls of the
system and not in the refrigeration system
itself because even if the refrigeration system
has failed, it will probably show up in the
electrical system as an open safety.
Hooking up your gauges at this point
probably won’t accomplish anything good.
There are a lot of variables in a specific
failure and I don’t want to imply that you
don’t need gauges; of course you do. You also
need to value the observations you make.
For example, what if in this case you touched
the compressor when you arrived and it
was warm? What if it was really hot? These
observations would change the direction you
take in troubleshooting.
Use system geography and eliminate as
much information and uncertainty as quickly
as possible. Consider the control circuit in
Fig. 1. There is a thermostat, two pressure
safety controls and a low ambient safety
control that energizes a relay.
It is very conceivable that these controls
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are located in very different parts of the
equipment. The thermostat is probably inside
the cooler or building, the safety controls are
likely wherever the compressor is, and the low
ambient control is outside.
Once you verify that there is a control
voltage present, you can work forward or
backward through the circuit but you can also
make a deliberate choice to quickly eliminate
equipment by checking the last connection
leaving that particular area.
In a typical residential system, you can
check the transformer voltage in the furnace,
then check that there is 24V on the output to
the condenser. This immediately eliminates
your immediate concern with the furnace and
thermostat.

Rule No. 3:

understand your tool limitations
We live in a world of ever increasing
instrumentation. Warehouse coolers can
have dozens of temperature sensors; many
of our meters have functions we don’t even
know how to properly use.
Be careful and understand the limitation of
your tools. Most HVAC meters automatically
adjust their range of measurement to the
source, but some do not. This can lead to a
zero reading when a valuable measurement
is actually present. Some meters require
a different connection and/selection for
different voltage and current readings.
It is a topic for another day perhaps, but
understand when true-RMS meters are
required.
Temperature measurement is one of the

This tells us that the meter can read
temperatures from -40°C to 400°C and will
show us one decimal place on the screen.
That’s easy enough to understand. The next
piece of information is the accuracy. The
percentage is a percentage of reading that
unless they tell you otherwise likely uses the
bottom of the range as zero. The second part
is the accuracy of the last digit displayed on
your meter.
Consider a temperature reading of -10°C.
Using only the percentage specification, we
would expect readings of 9.7°C to 10.3°C
(1% of 30°C). The “10” means that the last
digit could be plus/minus10 and this changes
our accuracy to 8.7°C to 11.3°C. Recall that
this is before thermocouple error. Most of
these meters use Type-K thermocouples; the
typical accuracy of these thermocouples is
2°C and the best Type-K thermocouples have
an accuracy of 1.1°C (at the temperatures we
are generally concerned with).
All of this assumes a properly calibrated
meter. When was the last time your meter was
calibrated? I hope this explains why I don’t
really trust temperature measurements. It
should also help explain why setting superheat
can be incredibly frustrating and difficult. 
Greg Scrivener
is a refrigeration consultant
for Cold Dynamics
in Edmonton. He is a
professional engineer,
journeyman refrigeration
mechanic and holds
RSES CMS designation in commercial
refrigeration. He can be reached at
greg.scrivener@colddynamics.com
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Dave Stewart displays the
company’s smart uniforms
and rolling billboard trucks
– they get noticed.
(Ryan Park photo)

Setting
a

high
standard

A different way to run a
plumbing company
By Simon Blake

28
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One Alberta company has gone to great
lengths to distance itself from the stereotype
image of a plumber.
Brham Trim, owner and president of The
Gentlemen Plumbers, based in Calgary, grew
up in the plumbing business. “My grandpa
was a plumber, my dad was a plumber.” It was
the last thing he wanted to be.
“One of the reasons I didn’t want to be a
plumber is because we always seemed to bear
the brunt of jokes – the butt-crack plumber,
etc. It always seemed to be the perception
that if you were a plumber you were dirty, the
bottom of the barrel – just a grubby kind of
guy.”
However, he realized he enjoyed
working with his hands and eventually
earned his plumbing ticket. His father
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What’s in a name?
Word of the well-groomed plumbers quickly
got around. “People started calling us ‘the
gentlemen plumbers,’ so we started putting
that on our trucks,” said Trim. It wasn’t long
before people knew the company more by its
slogan than its name, so in 2008 the company
made the change official.
The Gentlemen Plumbers now has five
locations providing service in all aspects of
residential plumbing and HVAC. In addition
to Calgary and Edmonton, these include Red
Deer, Medicine Hat and Lethbridge. There are
just over 40 employees and 30 trucks.

Hiring the right people
suggested he go out on his own.
In 2001 he founded Action Auger in Calgary.
“When I got into the business I wanted to
change all these things that people hate about
plumbers. From the onset we had all our guys
wearing ties and being in uniform. It made us
different.”
Employees always have a spare uniform in
the truck so they can change before they go
to the next job, reported Trevor Greenwood,
Edmonton regional manager.
Trim also introduced 24/7 service so
customers could get a plumber when they
needed one. He wanted to avoid “price
shock” too. “We decided we would have
straightforward pricing with the exact cost
provided before we do anything so there are
no surprises.”
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Hiring the right people is a critical part of
maintaining the company’s image. About
a year ago the company hired a full-time
human resources person to recruit, hire and

When I got into the
business I wanted
to change all these things
that people hate
about plumbers.
do initial training, freeing up considerable
time for Trim and his managers. “I wish I had
done that years ago,” he says.
Recruiting is ongoing and the quality of
candidates has improved because there is no

longer a rush to fill a vacancy. “Now we have
many good qualified applicants… we don’t
find ourselves scrambling anymore.”
Ninety percent of
plumbing and HVAC
is customer service,
remarked Greenwood.
Solid technical skills
are important, but the
social skills are critical
too. “We train our
employees on how we
Brham Trim
do business and how
wanted to create we do plumbing.”
a different kind
As noted, there
of plumbing
i s a d re s s c o d e.
company.
The company also
does drug testing
and criminal record checks. “We are up
front during the interview process,” said
Greenwood. “The company has zero tolerance
for drug use on or off the premises.”
“It’s a delicate topic and you can offend
people, but at the end of the day, if I wouldn’t
have you in my home with my wife and
four kids, I am not going to put you in my
customer’s home,” said Trim.
The policy eliminates some prospective
employees, but it’s a draw for others, he added.
The company has one female technician in
Edmonton and would like to have more.
“We actually find that having women in
the trade is a great thing, especially in the
Please see ‘Straightforward’ on page 30
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Straightforward pricing key
Continued from page 29

service industry. The majority of clients we go
to are women and as soon they see a woman
show up, it’s almost like a wall comes down,”
said Trim. Occasionally someone objects, but
that’s rare today, he added.

Daily training
One of the challenges for the company as it
grows is to continue to have a small company
feel.
“We want to get to know all our employees;
people like to be treated like people,” said
Trim. “I try to know who everyone is and
a little bit about them. That is one of our

can vary depending on needs.
Often, a session might be devoted to
a problem in the field. “When you’ve got
20 trades people in a room (there’s a lot
of experience), so if one technician has a
problem chances are someone else has seen
something just like it,” said Trim.
“It also helps them know that they are
being held accountable; that they are not just
out there alone. That hour in the morning
pays dividends throughout the day because
guys know that.”
Managers are all tradesmen, so it’s not
unusual to find them on a jobsite. “We have
a very hands-on approach to management,”
said Greenwood.

Organizing the work

Technician Daniel Suwala works on a
water heater. (Ryan Park photo)
struggles as we get bigger; that one-on-one
relationship gets more difficult, but breaking
the company up into regional teams helps.”
Daily one-hour training sessions help too.
They are voluntary, begin at 7 a.m., sometimes
include breakfast and typically everyone
shows up, unless they’ve been out on a latenight service call. Topics cover technical
issues, customer service and equipment, but
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The company uses ServiceTitan software to
organize its work. Every field technician has
an iPad which is tied into a central computer.
When they are on the job they make detailed
notes and, at the end, provide the customer
with a written warranty.
The company developed its own
straightforward one-page pricing structure.
They looked at every type of job and figured
out the average cost and how long it would
take the average technician to do it. “We put
every job that we could possibly do into one
of ten levels,” said Trim. Once the technician
assesses the job and offers the customer repair
options, he assigns it to a certain level. So, for
example, he might decide that it’s a Level 4
job, which has a set price.
The company tries to avoid callbacks by,
among other things, allowing the technicians
time to get the job done by not overloading
them with calls. “We teach the techs that
a job takes as long as it takes,” remarked
Greenwood.

Customer service programs
The company offers two service programs
for customers – the Diamond Membership
for plumbing and the Platinum Club for
HVAC.
Members receive priority service (within
four hours) and receive a 20 percent discount
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Daily training sessions include things
like furnace troubleshooting, here with
Kale Trim, left, and Trevor Greenwood.
on repairs. They also receive a full two-year
parts and labour warranty, up from the
company’s standard one-year warranty.
On the HVAC side, at cost of $9.95 per
month, the customer’s system is inspected
annually and, as long as no parts are used,
there is no additional charge. The technician
might make minor adjustments to improve
system efficiency and comfort.
The big benefit is for customers is that,
when the furnace or boiler needs replacement,
the money they have paid in membership fees
is deducted from the price.

What’s next?
Immediate plans for the company are
to increase its HVAC business. Trim is
also looking at expanding into B.C. and
Saskatchewan. Eventually, he would like to
see the company become one of the largest
residential plumbing service companies
in the world. “In the U.S., there are some
guys running two or three hundred truck
companies, but that’s where we want to be.”
Strong trade skills and a friendly
professional image can go a long way. 
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QPipes, Valves & Fittings
P-trap primer connection Tee

Backflow basics

IPEX has added its P-Trap Primer Connection Tee to its
family of System 15 and System XFR drain, waste, and
vent (DWV) systems for noncombustible buildings. It
prevents sewer gases from entering and moving within
a building’s plumbing system. As water is exposed to the air, it is subject
to evaporation over time in irregularly used floor drains; this leads to
the release of sewer gas. The P-Trap Primer Connection Tee mitigates
this by adding municipal water into the P-Trap to maintain a water seal.
IPEX www.ipexna.com

Watts has published a new e-book – Water
Safety: Protecting Our Communities from
Backflow Incidents – to help understand
the serious risks of backflow and what
engineers and contractors can do to prevent
it. It clearly explains different types of backflow risks and how to
implement appropriate solutions. It also includes a directory of
backflow prevention resources for specialized information and news
on backflow prevention. The book is available free.
Watts www.Watts.com/backflowbasics.

Grey water drain pump
The Sanicom 1 grey water drain pump
system from Saniflo is designed to sustain tough demands from commercial
applications where hot water can be an
issue. It can handle temperatures up to
90C. Designed for commercial environments, it is an easy solution for
commercial kitchen applications where dishwashers must operate at
exceptionally high temperatures to meet health and sanitation standards. The unit is sealed for life in an oil-filled enclosure and is specially
designed to withstand liquids with highly acidic properties.
Saniflo www.saniflo.ca
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Online selection tool
The ESP-Systemwize online selection
tool from Xylem’s Bell & Gossett provides system designers the ability to
choose all system components with
a single integrated tool to ensure the
most efficient hydronic system design. The company’s expansive portfolio,
applications expertise and hydronic systems knowledge has been incorporated into ESP-Systemwize, resulting in an intuitive, easy-to-use tool for
selecting highly efficient pumps and compatible system accessories.
Xylem www.esp-systemwize.com

ferocious

bite.

shark® series
818-819-820

Model 818 - 1 HP: 115/200/230 Volt, 1 Phase
Model 819 - 1.5 HP: 200/230 Volt, 1 Phase
Model 820 - 2.0 HP: 200/230 Volt, 1 Phase

Redesigned to handle the most challenging sewage applications, the new 1 HP
and 1.5 HP Shark® models join our 2.0 HP Shark® Model 820. A new cutter design
destroys tough materials including disposable wipes.
More torque per cutter blade | Lowered amp spikes | Solids ground to less than 1/8"

1-877-710-7867
www.zoellerpumps.com
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QBuilding Green
The central area features
radiant slab heating with
a unique heat source.

Off the

grid

Minimizing cost and energy
use in cottage construction
By Bruce Nagy
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“We agreed to have an open house and I
thought only a handful of people would
come all the way up here,” says Jason Rioux.
“But 250 showed up in the woods. It was like
a conference. They wanted to know about
modern off-grid living.”
Rioux is talking about his cottage, built
from shipping containers and located more
than two hours northeast of Toronto in a 144acre forest near Bobcaygeon.
He is an electricity industry figure, now
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working on leading edge large-scale electricity
storage facilities with Toronto-based NRStor.
He’s also a sustainable living enthusiast, with a
spouse and three children who love their new
off-grid cottage.

Growing trend
There are several hundred thousand people
living off-grid in North America today.
Statistics are scarce, but equipment sales data
suggests dramatic recent growth. Some people
are getting back to nature with old technologies
like rainwater use; others are combining the
old with the new, as Rioux has done.
Most baby boomers are now accessing
their pensions, real estate windfalls, and
inheritances. With nest eggs in hand they are
looking at creative ways to get out of the rat
race, go green, downsize, and finally invest up
front to control monthly bills later.

Starting over
The previous cottage had been attacked by
weather and carpenter ants – and visited by

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

the metal itself. A white roof reduces heat
gain, storm noise and container deterioration.
There are two radiant hydronic heat
loops in the central slab, one for low-level
maintenance heat when the family is in the
city and one to provide heat when they are
using the cottage in colder months.
A wood stove features a water jacket
chimney pipe section, which transfers heat into
a glycol solution maintained in a storage tank
from which it is pumped into the radiant loop.
Low power computer fans move warm
air to the surrounding rooms (containers)
through four-inch PVC plumbing pipe ducts,

With nest eggs
in hand they are looking at
creative ways to get out
of the rat race, go green,
downsize, and finally invest
up front to control
monthly bills later.

Jason Rioux explains the electrical system.

Like spokes on a wheel, the containers, or rooms, were added to the central structure.
local burglars – so Jason and Victoria Rioux
looked into recycled shipping containers to
solve problems and save on construction.
They bought seven 8x8x20-foot containers for
$4000 each and had them craned into position
on footings around a central insulated eightinch concrete slab.
The only cutting was to knock one end off
each, where the container joined the central
living room, thus designing out structural
reinforcements. Rioux installed ordinary
patio doors for light and ventilation on the
other end of each container.
When they head back to the city after
weekends or vacation, they close and lock
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heavy metal exterior container doors for
security. “It’s like Fort Knox and the vandals
move on to easier challenges,” says Rioux.

with a right angle bend that directs air down
onto each patio door, providing perimeter/
container heat and reducing condensation.
To move the air, Rioux installed inexpensive
low-power computer fans.
The fans, hydronic pump, LED lighting,
a special refrigerator, and almost everything
else is DC power, wired directly from the
solar-fed DC batteries, without inversion. A
propane stove is used for cooking.

Car and boat parts
Minimizing loads
It would have cost at least $100,000 to bring
hydro to the property. Solar power became
an obvious option, but Rioux contained solar
equipment costs by focusing on minimized
heating, cooling and power loads.
It may have been inexpensive, but highly
conductive corrugated metal isn’t usually used
in northern climates. He tested a few systems
and finally chose interior spray foam encased
in plywood, so that he would not be heating

It is therefore mostly a DC-wired building. He
points to an automobile-style cigarette lighter
in the kitchen with a plug-in USB adapter for
powering up phones and computers. In the
workshop there are two large batteries and a DC
wiring centre. The fuses and some other systems
are really car and boat products. An inverter
converts solar to AC for the TV and wall plugs.
There is no breaker box, although Rioux
Please see ‘Gravity’ on page 37
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+ Conveniently located: 1 block North of Langstaff Rd,
West off of Jane St. (East of Hwy 400)
+ Experienced staff
+ Large inventory featuring these renowned brands:

NOW 9 BRANCHES IN CENTRAL & SOUTHWEST ONTARIO
BURLINGTON 5040, Mainway, Unit 8
 905 335-4002
EAST YORK &UDQúHOG5G
 416 751-1611
ETOBICOKE 65, Vulcan St
 416 244-5611

HAMILTON 639, Woodward Ave
 905 547-8300
MARKHAM 49, Riviera Dr
 905 475-0075
MISSISSAUGA 445, Admiral Blvd, Unit 10
 905 670-7521

MISSISSAUGA (HYDRONICS) 6300 Viscount Rd, Unit 1B
 416 781-2221
OAKVILLE 2-2323, Winston Park Dr
 905 829-1411
VAUGHAN 20 Courtland Ave, Unit B
 905 669-5833

Master in comfort. Expert in top brands.
Visit us at master.ca.

QBuilding Green

Gravity plumbing, natural cooling
Continued from page 35

expects residential DC panel boxes will be
on the market soon. The lighting comes from
different configurations of directly wired LED
strips.
The cottage is a work in progress. Future
plans include adding a modern European
auto-feeding wood pellet stove for low-level
maintenance heat when the Riouxs are absent.
“If it’s minus 30 when we get here it could
take hours to warm up the place, but if the
slab is already zero or warmer it will only take
30 minutes.” The biomass system can operate
without human intervention for months using
augers and a miniscule amount of power and fuel.

Natural cooling
The building was designed so that in summer
heat escapes through
screen windows in
the top of the 16foot high central
Inside, the unique cottage looks like, well, a cozy comfortable cabin.
living room area.
Cross breezes blow
that slopes through
R290 (propane) refrigerant and LED lighting.
in from all directions
kitchen and bathroom
Rioux explains how cold air just falls onto the
through the various
sinks, toilet and shower,
floor with front-load refrigerators.
screened patio doors.
to one low spot location.
In general it’s luxurious and sophisticated
AC is unnecessary. Well water is pumped into a 100-gallon
The idea is to drain the
for a cottage, which is an achievement if you
Solar power needs indoor tank, which feeds fixtures by
system very quickly
consider that it cost less than $100 per square
a r e u n u s u a l l y gravity.
before walking away in
foot to construct, compared with $200+
modest, comprising
the winter to prevent
generally, in the region. That kind of saving is
four small panels totaling 1.1 kilowatt, plus an
water freezing in the pipes. He just shuts off
just off the grid! 
even smaller panel for the well water pump.
the supply and opens an outside valve. This
will be less of a concern once the low-level
(Editor’s note: This story illustrates what some
Gravity-fed plumbing
continuous heating system is completed.
home and cottage owners are doing in off-grid
A slow piston pump for a 100-foot-deep well is
Answering the obvious question, Rioux
construction. A homeowner can do things
powered by two miniature photo voltaic panels
reports that the system was inspected. He
that the licensed trades are not allowed to.
totaling 160 watts. It runs continuously when
points to the makeshift faucets, which are
The industry offers better solutions; there is an
the sun is shining at a rate of about one gallon
pinched copper tubing and plumbing valves.
opportunity for contractors in rural areas to sell
per minute. It feeds a 100-gallon water tank
“The inspector took pictures back because
these solutions.)
that is mounted up high in the living room on
it’s not a CSA approved faucet, but they’re
heavy beams designed for this purpose. The
traditional water valves and copper pipes so
Bruce Nagy is a Torontooverflow drains into a pond next to the cottage.
it’s just odd. They were okay with it.”
based freelance writer that
“This way the plumbing is gravity fed and we
reports on green technologies
only pump the water once. This technology is
Low voltage refrigeration
and solutions. He can be
thousands of years old,” says Rioux. A propane
The DC system also powers a Steca PF 166-H
reached at
device boosts pressure for the shower.
12-volt refrigerator, made in Austria. It’s top
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
He points out exposed indoor PEX piping
loading, highly efficient, uses climate friendly
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Canada’s National Show for the
HVACR and Plumbing Industries

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

March 21 - 23, 2018

cmpxshow.ca

Q Tools & Instruments
Powerful cordless
impact driver
Cordless tools have come a
long way in recent years and
there are few places where that
is more evident than in battery
powered impact wrenches
that now have the power and
torque to quickly disassemble
(and assemble) flanged pipe
joints. The new Milwaukee
M18 (18-volt) Fuel High
Torque Impact Wrenches
deliver up to 1,400 ft. lbs. of
torque, outperforming many pneumatic tools. However, where such high torque is not needed,
it includes Milwaukee’s One-Key control technology with application-specific modes and torque
settings that can be custom set according to requirements, as well as providing tool tracking.
Milwaukee Tools www.milwaukeetool.com

Versatile HVAC test meter
The new Extech 510 Series meter is optimized
for HVAC/R and IAQ professionals. The series
includes an airflow meter, a combination
hygro-thermometer and psychrometer, and
a versatile 10-in-1 multifunction meter.
These compact instruments are designed to
provide quick, accurate readings on a range
of environmental conditions that are essential
for HVACR troubleshooting and repairs, as
well as Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) assessments
to improve occupant health and comfort.
Extech www.extech.com

CO2 leak detection
A new CO2 leak detection monitor from
Bacharach is designed for use in industrial
and retail cold storage and machinery rooms.
It is selective, taking into consideration both
response times and operating temperatures.
Not all CO2 monitors are suitable for leak
detection in refrigeration applications,
advised Tom Burniston, product manager.
“The sensors used need to respond quickly to
a rise in CO2 Levels. Since CO2 has a high
operating pressure, gases can quickly escape
into the refrigerated space at very high rates.
Instrumentation designed to monitor for
gradual changes in atmospheric CO2 may not
alert personnel in a timely manner, creating a
potentially dangerous condition that quickly
poses a threat to personnel.”
Bacharach 
www.mybacharach.com

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Cordless drain snake
The DeWalt 20V Max Brushless Drain Snake
is designed to provide a cordless, powered
solution for cleaning clogged drains. It comes
with a 5/16” x 25-foot cable that is coated with
black oxide to help prevent corrosion and a
steel inner core for rigidity to feed the snake
down the drain. It can also use cables from a
variety of manufacturers in 1/4 and 5/16-inch
sizes up to 50 ft. long and 3/8”cables up to 35
ft. long. A partially sealed inner drum makes
it easy to remove and change out cables, as
well as collecting debris to keep the work area
clean. An assortment of ends/cutting heads is
available for different applications.
DeWalt www.dewalt.com

Bilingual drain tool site
General Pipe Cleaners has launched a new
website with loads of useful information
for drain cleaning contractors in English,
French and Spanish. As one would expect, the
website showcases the company’s full line of
equipment and accessories along with a dealer
directory. It also includes a video library
with sales, instruction and repair videos. A
blog includes lots of tips from the company’s
experts and contractors throughout North
America. A tool selection guide helps
determine the right tool(s) for the job.
General Pipe Cleaners 
www.drainbrain.com
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Find industry related
training near you!
Trainingtrades.ca is a new website developed by Plumbing & HVAC that is designed to promote your training opportunities to mechanical contractors, free of charge! There are two sections: Find Training lists the actual courses
that are offered and Learn Something is a library of training videos. Every section is searchable by keyword or
industry category. Geolocation is also enabled so people can easily find training near them. It’s easy to get started!

Step 1
Log on and
build your profile.

Step 2

Look for training that
interests you and register
for any desired courses.

Step 3

View and search for any type
of training video in our
Learn Something library.

We will be building the training course and video posts over the next few months. We will start promoting it to
contractors this summer through Plumbing & HVAC print and digital properties. It’s all free of charge! It’s part
of Plumbing & HVAC’s goal to help build your business and make this industry better! Please let us know if you
have any questions or have any suggestions to make the site even better!

Call Mark at (416) 996-1031
or email Mark@plumbingandhvac.ca.

powered by:

Q People & Places

Boiler demo
draws a crowd
Over 300 people attended the Viessmann
100+ Tech Social at the company’s facility
in Waterloo, Ont. on Sept. 21. The day-long
open house celebrated the company’s 100th
birthday. It featured live-fire demonstrations
and seminars. Highlights included a newly
constructed commercial boiler test lab and
a new wood biomass system that heats the
entire 55,000 sq. ft. building, making it “fossil
fuel independent,” reported marking manager
Jamie Huether.
For more information, please visit www.
viessmann.ca.

The

People
Canadian Institute of
Plumbing & Heating
president Ralph Suppa,
left, presented Richard
P e c k , Slant/Fin Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ont., with
the Canadian Hydronics Council Award of
Merit for his work in support of the hydronic
heating industry over many years.
Mark Williamson has
been appointed national sales
manager, boiler products, for
Bradford White Canada,
Halton Hills, Ont.
Mark
Dahl Brothers Canada,
Williamson Toronto, has appointed Ron
Mechaly, previously engineering manager, as vice president, operations.
Steven Clare has been named vice president, business operations.
Navien Inc., Irvine, Calif.
has named John
Kopf to the position of boiler
product manager.
OS&B, Oakville, John Kopf
Ont., has named
Rolf
Rolf Fischer commercial sales
Fischer
manager for Canada. He is also
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Viessmann’s Andreas Wintzer, right, explains the company’s new biomass heating system.

responsible for the Oasis water
coolers and fountains business
in Ontario and Thermasol
commercial steam products in
Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic
Mark
Canada.
Parliament Mark Parliament has joined
Lennox Learning Solutions
as a senior training consultant, based out of
Westport, Ontario.

serving as president since
1993.
Fluidmaster, San Juan
Capistrano, Calif., has appointed John Stephenson as
sales director, Canada for retail
John
and wholesale channels.
Stephenson
D a n f o s s , Baltimore,
Mar yland, has appointed
Richard Hatcher as its new head of sales
for its heating business, with responsibility for Canada, the U.S., Mexico and Latin
America.

The

Companies

Mary Van Buren has been named
president of the Canadian Construction
Association, Ottawa, taking over from
Michael Atkinson, who is retiring after

Taco Inc., Cranston, Rhode Island, has
re-acquired the Taconova Group, Zurich,
Switzerland, founded in 1961 as a European
trading company for Taco and sold to the
Guinness Group in 1980.
Ontor Limited, Toronto, has been named
distributor for Intermatic control and energy-management solutions and Packard
Corp. HVAC/R parts.
Nutemp Mechanical, Mississauga,
Ont., raised $15,640 in a golf tournament
in support of Habitat for Humanity
Canada, held at Piper’s Heath Golf
Course Sept. 6.
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Join the CHOIR!CHOIR!CHOIR!
at the 2018 CIPH Gala to
Support Habitat for Humanity

IN SUPPORT OF
HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY

Tuesday March 20, 2018 | Metro Toronto Convention Centre

For more information or to purchase tickets visit ciph.com/2018gala

Q People & Places

AO Smith distribution
centre honored for safety
The award is presented annually to the A.
O. Smith facility that achieves the best overall
performance in workplace safety during a
calendar year. Each facility is evaluated based
on the number of incidents that result in lost
workdays, recordable incidents as defined
by the U. S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the facility’s
total number of lost workdays.

Fergus employees have spent a great deal
of time focused on the special safety needs
of a distribution facility, reported operations
manager Robert Henderson. Among the
projects were the implementation of a new
emergency management plan, an enhanced
forklift safe driving program and a pedestrian
awareness event. A new dock lock program
prevents trailers from pulling away during
loading or unloading.
The Fergus Joint Health and Safety
Committee meets monthly to review safety
data and any trends in the facility as well
as to discuss safety training. The team also
conducts monthly inspections.

Saniflo supports safe drinking
water in Africa

Samantha Biggio conducts forklift safe
driving update training with Don Roszell.

W

ater heater manufacturer A.O.
Smith has 23 manufacturing and
distribution facilities worldwide.
Every one of them was evaluated for safety
and the Fergus, Ont. offices and distribution
centre have been named this year’s winner of
the Lloyd B. Smith President’s Safety Award
for excellence in workplace safety, the first
time in the award’s 63-year history that it has
gone to a Canadian division.
President and chief operating officer Kevin
J. Wheeler praised the Fergus employees for
their efforts. “Many people think of safety
as a factory-only activity, but this team
knows better,” Wheeler said in presenting
the award. “You have done a remarkable job
of identifying possible hazards, preventing
accidents, and continually improving the
working conditions in the Fergus facility.”
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Saniflo is involved in a major project to
provide safe drinking water and sanitation for
two villages in West Africa.
The company, with Canadian headquarters
in Guelph, Ont., manufactures macerating
and grinding toilets as well as drain-water
pumping systems. It has committed to Phase
II of its sanitation project to build a drinking
water supply network and to improve access
to toilets for 4,000 inhabitants of Diam-Diam
in Senegal, West Africa.
Saniflo is partnering with the Association
Hydraulique Sans Frontières to complete
the project, which began in March, 2015, in
recognition of World Toilet Day (WTD) on
Nov. 19, a day designed to raise awareness and
inspire action to tackle the global sanitation
crisis.
“There is a pressing need to address water
sanitation issues around the world,” said Ross
Evans, national sales manager for Saniflo
Canada. “As a leading toilet manufacturer,
we understand the importance of sanitation
and its lasting impact on health and living
conditions. Thanks to this partnership, access
to drinking water has been greatly facilitated,
the drudgery of water chores reduced and
the sanitation of the whole village improved
significantly.”
Phase II of this project will see the
completion of the building of a reservoir,

Workers build modern family latrines in
Diam-Diam.
a water distribution network with direct
supply to villagers’ homes through
integrated connections, and the construction
of modern, family latrines and sanitation
facilities. It also includes education to
promote hygiene awareness and educate the
local populations about plumbing and public
health.
As well, on World Plumbing Day last
March, Saniflo furthered its commitment
to global sanitation efforts by joining the
Gbatopé Project in the Togolese Republic
(Togo), also in West Africa. This project is
aimed at increasing the quality of life for
the inhabitants and alleviating water and
sanitation issues by building seven additional
wells and four blocks of modern sanitation
systems.
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QShop Management

Examining the

federal tax
changes

Proposals creating alarm in
the business community
By Ron Coleman

M

any Canadian small business
owners are alarmed by tax
changes announced in the
2017 federal budget. Over
80 business associations have joined the
Coalition for Small Business Tax Fairness,
including the Mechanical Contractors
Association of Canada and the Canadian
Construction Association.
Federal tax reform focuses on three main
issues:
1) Sprinkling income using private
corporations, which can reduce income taxes by
causing income that would otherwise be realized
by a high-income individual facing a higher
personal income tax rate to instead be realized
(e.g., via dividends or capital gains) by family
members who are subject to lower personal tax
rates or who may not be taxable at all.
2) Holding a passive investment portfolio
inside a private corporation, which may be
financially advantageous for owners of private
corporations compared to other investors.
This is mainly due to the fact that corporate
income tax rates, which are generally much
lower than personal rates, facilitate the
accumulation of earnings that can be invested
in a passive portfolio.
3) Converting a private corporation’s
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regular income into capital gains. This has
subsequently been withdrawn. On July 18, the
government announced the details of their
discussion paper and asked for feedback. As a
result, on Oct. 6, Ottawa announced its plans
to cut the small business federal tax rate from
10.5 per cent to nine per cent by 2019.
The government will not be moving
forward with the proposed measure to
limit access to the Lifetime Capital Gains
Exemption.

Revisions for 2018 budget
The legislation is expected to be introduced
with the 2018 federal budget. Draft legislation
should be issued prior to that date. Dropping
the capital-gains tax proposal was one of the
first of two retreats. The second one, relating to
passive income, was announced two days later.
On Oct. 18 the Department of Finance
announced that it would change how tax on
passive income would be calculated to assist
most private corporations. $50,000 of passive
investment income, annually, will not be subject
to the super tax. Previously accumulated passive
investments inside private corporations will
not be subject to the $50,000 limit and will be
‘grandfathered’ along with any income earned
on these investments in the future.
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The finance minister
estimates there’s between $200
billion and $300 billion in assets sitting in the
passive investment accounts of just two per
cent of all private corporations — or about
29,000 companies out of 1.8 million private
corporations. The intent is to focus on those
corporations.
One other tax change of note is that the
Ontario government announced on Nov.
13 that it would reduce the provincial tax
corporate tax rate from 4.5 to 3.5 percent
beginning Jan. 1.

Spreading the tax burden
Income sprinkling involves diverting income
from a high-income individual to family
members with lower personal tax rates, or
who may not be taxable at all.
Jonah and Susan are neighbours living
and working in Ontario. Jonah and Susan
live with their spouses and children who
have no significant sources of income, other
than as described below. Although Jonah and
Susan each earned $220,000 in 2017, Susan’s
household pays about $35,000 more tax than
Jonah’s household. This is because Susan earns
$220,000 as an employee. As an individual
with $220,000 in employment income, she
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pays about $79,000 in income
tax for the year.
Jonah has an incorporated
consulting business that earns
$220,000 before taxes and salary.
Jonah provides the consulting services for
the corporation. The corporation qualifies
for the small business deduction in respect
of its income from the business. Jonah owns
the voting shares in the corporation. Jonah’s
spouse and two children, ages 19 and 21, also
own shares in the corporation, for which they
paid very little.
The corporation pays Jonah $100,000 in
salary and pays its remaining after-tax profits
in equal amounts to the spouse and children
as dividends. The dividends are taxable
income of the spouse and children.
After accounting for all corporate and
personal income tax, Jonah’s family pays
taxes that are $35,000 less than the amount
of tax paid by their neighbour, Susan, on the
$220,000. The government is intending to
extend the tax on split income (TOSI) rules
and to introduce reasonableness tests on
those over 18 receiving income from a private
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corporation. There will be one rule
for adults 18 to 24 and another for 25
or older.

Passive investment income
Corporate income is taxed at lower rates
than personal income, giving businesses
more money to invest in order to grow their
business. But there are times when private
corporations earn income beyond what is
needed to re-invest and grow the business.
In these cases, those who own and control
a private corporation have the opportunity
to hold passive investments inside the
corporation.
The government believes that fairness and
neutrality require that private corporations
not be used as a personal savings vehicle
for the purpose of gaining a tax advantage.
They want passive investments held within
privately controlled corporations taxed at
an equivalent rate to those held outside
such corporations.
When an individual holds money inside
a corporation, not to invest it in growing
the business, but simply to shield it from the

higher personal tax rate, it is deemed to create
an unfair advantage.
An employee (in Ontario) who earns
a salary of $300,000 and gets a bonus of
$100,000 pays approximately $50,000 in taxes
on the bonus while a corporation with the
same income only pays $15,000. This leaves
$85,000 to invest, an extra 70 percent.
The corporation’s owner will have to pay
personal taxes upon dividend distribution,
but the strategy still provides the owner with
a significant tax deferral advantage derived
from the fact that he or she is the owner of
an incorporated business – an advantage not
available to most other Canadians.
If both the individual and the corporation
invest their after-tax money (the individual
$50,000 and the corporation $85,000) at the
same interest rate the corporation would gain
more than double the return on investment as
the individual.
As we noted at the beginning of the article,
the proposed changes are controversial and
being fought vigorously by small business
groups. In addition there have been issues
relating to Finance Minister Bill Morneau’s
personal finances also that are muddying the
waters.
In the next issue, we will review the
proposals in more detail and analyze
how best to minimize the impact on your
business. Stay tuned! 

Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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QComing Events

The AHR Expo will provide plenty of opportunity to speak directly to manufacturers.

AHR Expo returns to Chicago
North America’s largest HVAC/R trade show
will return to McCormick Place in Chicago.
Over 2,000 exhibitors will display every
imaginable HVAC/R product at the 2018
AHR Expo (International Air-Conditioning,
Heating, Refrigerating Exposition) Jan. 22-24.
This includes an impressive variety of
new or enhanced HVAC/R-related products,
systems and technologies across every facet
of the industry, from complete systems
engineered for large commercial and
industrial buildings to labor-saving tools
and profit-generating services for residential
contractors, report the organizers.
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“The show provides a unique forum for
the entire HVAC/R industry, from product
designers and engineers to installers and
end-users, to come together and share ideas,
discover new products, and find solutions
to technical problems,” reported AHR
spokesperson Megan Shamus.

Expanded education program
This year the show has expanded its education
program with more than 120 sessions
including best practices and industry trends
seminars and continuing education programs
from the ASHRAE Learning Institute.
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Liberty Pumps ..................................... 47
Master Group* ................................... 36
Milwaukee Tools ................................. 10
Moen.................................................... 6
Napoleon ............................................ 20
Navien .................................................. 9
Ridgid ................................................. 48
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*Ontario only
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About 70 of those one and two-hour
sessions are free and will be presented by
experts from prominent industry-leading
organizations. Sessions have been designed
to allow for easy integration of valuable
education time into attendees’ overall show
agendas.
Topics include:
• Building Automation Systems 101
• Radiant Cooling
• Global Trends in HVAC
• Building automation
• Indoor air quality
• Solving moisture issues
• The future of billable hours
• Identifying hidden maintenance issues
• Cooling tower fundamentals
As well, the New Product and Technology
Showcase will feature more than 100
20-minute product presentations by
manufacturers in rapid-fire succession in
special theaters on the exhibit floor.
For more information, including a
searchable directory of exhibitors and product
categories and to register, visit ahrexpo.com.

Events

Calendar
JAN. 20-24:
ASHRAE Winter Conference,
Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois. Please
visit www.ashrae.org.

JAN. 22-24:
AHR Expo,
McCormick Place,
Chicago, Illinois. Please visit www.
ahrexpo.com or call 203-221-9232.

MARCH 21-23:
CMPX 2018,
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, North
Building. Please visit www.cmpxshow.com
or call 1-800-282-0003 (long distance) or
416-444-5225 (local).

MAY 2-3:
MEET Show,
Moncton Coliseum, Moncton, N.B. Please
visit www.meetshow.ca or call
506-658-0018.
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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SMALLER.
LIGHTER.
STRONGER.

INTRODUCING THE COMPACT RP 241 CONNECTED PRESS TOOL.
Engineered to be lighter and more compact, the RP 241 connects to RIDGID Link
through your mobile device. Easily track crimping cycles, battery life and more.

THE RP 241

25% SMALLER*
10% LIGHTER*

LEARN MORE AT RIDGID.COM/RP241

l

800.769.7743

BATTERY LIFE

2.5x LONGER
**
LASTING

